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Here is my "laundry list" of potential press releases ( in no particular order) for the coming weeks and 

months:1. Hosty (planned for this week)2. NSA documents ( Tim indicated that these would be ready around 

March 17; he has asked Chris to help highlight press-worthy documents)3. Military records ( Tim indicated that 

the RIFS were being checked on these documents: as I recall they were some type of military teletype 

communications from 11/22/63; hopefully, Tim could help flesh out what is interesting about them) 4. Annual 

Report (probably will want to hold this one until we need it)5. Rankin papers (I'm not sure what the status is 

on these, but I'm sure that this is a good story, with some records highlighted. If nothing ready yet, we should 

see what has to be done and if we can expedite it)6. FBI Appeal (Thom indicates that Phil said we'll have to 

wait for State Dept.; but still worth a release whenever)7. Richard Case Nagell ( Joan says some movement on 

a lot of Nagell records; I think with proper background and citation of the 800 page Russell book, this is worth 

a release whenever it is ripe)8. Garrison tapes (My understanding is that Dave Montague is trying to move the 

Archives along on this project, with emphasis on Perry Raymond Russo and Gordon Novell. This should get 

some attention because there will be audio for release. With the proper background, it should be a good 

story). 9. Draft Final HSCA Report (Joe Freeman had been working on this and I'm not sure what happened 

with it. I know the CIA had been going through it the last time I checked. Various researchers had asked about 

it and if there are a few interesting differences between the draft and the actual final Final Report, perhaps we 

could get a wire story out of it. I'll e-mail Joe Freeman to see if he can help on the status).10. Any Upcoming 

Shipments of Documents ( I don't know what is coming up, but perhaps Phil can highlight something from FBI 

documents and our CIA folks can flag something in their documents. We should ask whether or not they think 

they have anything for us.)
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